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One of the leading providers of question
bank software for the medical licensing
and placement exams, CanadaQBank,
provides expert advice on acing the
USMLE. 

TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA, August
7, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- It’s that
time of year again when new
semesters are starting and medical
students across America are feeling the
heat as their USMLE testing date draws
nearer. The United States Medical
Licensure Examination is one of the
most rigorous and daunting tests that
any student will ever take, and for good
reason. This is the exam that allows
medical students who have spent up to
eight years studying to obtain the
licensure needed to practice medicine.

In order to help students feel better
about their odds of passing and even
acing the USMLE, CanadaQBank, a
premier provider of software-based
question banks for various medical
licensing and placement exams around the world, has some expert advice that can help relieve
anxiety and perhaps even boost USMLE scores. 

Studying is the Key

The team at CanadaQBank firmly believes that studying rigorously for the USMLE, also known
more simply as “Boards” to medical students across America, is the best way to help guarantee a
high score. Through their software, which is available via an affordable monthly subscription and
available on desktop PCs, tablets, and even mobile devices, students can choose from various
features and topics to help create the study experience that is right for their personal needs. 

When students spend at least two hours each day reviewing the material they have already
learned and venturing into uncharted territory by reading new material, they are far more likely
to succeed. Though this can be tough for some student – especially those who work through
medical school – CanadaQBank says the feeling of relief and pride that comes from passing the
USMLE on the first attempt is well worth the effort. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://canadaqbank.com/usmle-step1.php
https://canadaqbank.com/
https://canadaqbank.com/
https://canadaqbank.com/


The Importance of Quality Study Materials

Just as setting aside ample time for studying is crucial to students’ success, the quality of the
material they study is also important. Not all question bank software is created equally, and
that’s why CanadaQBank works so very hard to ensure each question is carefully written and
edited to closely mimic those students will see on the actual exam. They also include numerous
features in the question bank dashboard, which include timed and tutor modes, the ability for
students to leave their own notes, and much, much more. 

To learn more about the USMLE exam, you can visit the website. To learn more about
CanadaQBank or to see for yourself how the team has put together an excellent selection of high
quality USMLE questions, you can check out a demo online before you subscribe. 

About CanadaQBank: CanadaQBank is a software-based question bank platform that covers
numerous medical and engineering placement and licensing exams around the world.
Development of the software began 2008, and over the course of more than 10 years, it has
become one of the most widely-regarded and most reputable question bank platforms available
to medical students in the United States today. 
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